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Teachers and students within the field of earth and natural sciences have always emphasized the benefits of outdoor active education, but 

recently the access to a bigger variety of sites and geological places of wonder has become within the reach of a bigger group. Today it is not 

uncommon that student groups at undergraduate level or even secondary schools travel to other countries for project work.  

Hands-on and applied on-site training has thus become a greater part of practical education – together with teacher and student motilities 

becoming more frequent – has led to a rapid growth of study groups in Iceland, especially those focusing on geology and renewable energy.  

For the past five years GeoCamp Iceland has annually received a number of secondary school study group visits from Denmark focusing on 

natural sciences. This has been done in collaboration with educational institutions, local teachers and experts in the area, and in recent years in 

cooperation with the aspiring Reykjanes Geopark. The groups travel to Iceland to be able to witness and experience geology, geography, earth 

science and renewable energy resources. For them the active involvement and close proximity to the sources of geophysical activities and 

harnessing of renewable energy sources, is equal to few other places on earth. Due to this closeness to raw and unspoiled environment, along 

with easy, inexpensive and frequent access, Iceland has recently become a viable and highly sought after outdoor classroom.  

Iceland become a popular travel destination for international study groups because of easy and short access to places of geological interest, 

earth formation, visible tectonic plate boundaries and utilization of renewable energy sources.  

At Reykjanes Peninsula Keilir Institute of Technology, along with University of Iceland, GeoCamp Iceland and the aspiring Reykjanes Geopark, 

has been focusing on how we can arrange short and intensive study visits with primary focus on field trips and visits to local professionals, 

where students are actively engaged in natural science education. We do this by creating an environment for students for active exploration 

and dialog on crucial issues concerning the earth and by taking advantage of Iceland’s unique nature and our natural surround ings, working 

closely with local students, teachers and experts on hands-on projects and fieldwork.  

A geologically young land, Iceland is located both on a hot spot and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge which runs right through the country. Places on the 

boundaries of the two tectonic plates, the Reykjanes region is here the ridge breaches the ocean’s surface. The region is geologically active 

with geothermal sites, rock formations and unspoiled natural beauty. It is a place where you are always in close proximity to Earth’s energy 

sources and the elements that are constantly shaping the landscape. This is the ultimate natural science classroom and provides an ideal 

learning environment for study groups.  

The focus of the presentation shows how we are able to enhance understanding of our environment by strengthening the natural sciences in 

education and creating a culture of awareness by connecting international teacher and students groups with the local population through 

practical training and applied educational activities.  
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